With the steady progress in cataloguing, the seemingly infinite and incalculable treasures of the Wellcome Library are assuming finite and workable dimensions. It is only just over a decade that the catalogues of the illustrious collection of printed books and of Western manuscripts before 1650 were published, to be followed after about five years by part I of the catalogue of books 1641 to 1850 (A-E), and the Arabic manuscripts. With the work under notice the manuscripts are all accounted for and all we have still to expect are part II of the printed books 1641-1850 and the Americana. While it is true that the most interesting and exciting items are contained in the first published catalogues covering the Middle Ages and the Renaissance up to 1641 and 1650 respectively, the second volume of the manuscripts is no anticlimax. This is immediately shown by a glimpse at the indices. There are no less or rather more than ten of them. In these the items are listed by date (42 pp.) Med., 1957, 12: 165-166) . On the other end of the spectrum we finally find no less than seven pages listing manuscript material from Albert Poisson,-a "savant alchimiste moderne" (1868-1894), "Philophotes", mostly French translations of alchemica and hermetica.
At the very end a supplement to part one contains a Galilean fragment: De orbium coelestium revolutionibus (1 leaf, Arcetri 1636, "said to have been dictated by Galileo") and among other rarissima an extensive newly purchased twelfth-century Articellamanuscript with English additions of the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries, including Alanus de Insulis, Hugo of St. Victor, Alexander Neckham, pseudo-Hippocrates de astrologia medica, and many other mostly theological texts-from the Library of Bury St. Edmunds Abbey.
The total of 5119 items, each meticulously described with appended bio-bibliographical references and cross-references, the identification of numerous obscure and otherwise unknown authors, notes on the contents of each manuscript, the bibliographical location of those printed and all possible aids for the scholar, and above all the stupendous indices, bear witness to a dedicated labour of love of twenty-five years' standing invested in a most noble task. The two heavy volumes are sumptuously produced, on thick paper with large print and indeed monumentally indispensable for "those who seek and those who have found" alike.
